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ABSTRACT
Biological Semantic Segmentation on CT Medical Images for Kidney Tumor
Detection Using nnU-Net Framework
Andres Bergsneider
Healthcare systems are constantly challenged with bottlenecks due to human-reliant
operations, such as analyzing medical images. High precision and repeatability is
necessary when performing a diagnostics on patients with tumors. Throughout the
years an increasing number of advancements have been made using various machine
learning algorithms for the detection of tumors helping to fast track diagnosis and
treatment decisions. “Black Box” systems such as the complex deep learning net-
works discussed in this paper rely heavily on hyperparameter optimization in order
to obtain the most ideal performance. This requires a significant time investment in
the tuning of such networks to acquire cutting-edge results. The approach of this
paper relies on implementing a state of the art deep learning framework, the nnU-
Net, in order to label computed tomography (CT) images from patients with kidney
cancer through semantic segmentation by feeding raw CT images through a deep
architecture and obtaining pixel-wise mask classifications. Taking advantage of nnU-
Net’s framework versatility, various configurations of the architecture are explored
and applied, benchmarking and assorting resulting performance, including variations
of 2D and 3D convolutions as well as the use of distinct cost functions such as the
Sørensen-Dice coefficient, Cross Entropy, and a compound of them. 79% is the ac-
curacy currently reported for the detection of benign and malign tumors using CT
imagery performed by medical practitioners. The best iteration and mixture of pa-
rameters in this work resulted in an accuracy of 83% for tumor labelling. This study
has further exposed the performance of a versatile and groundbreaking approach to
deep learning framework designed for biomedical image segmentation.
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With the rising number of patients with various diseases known for their difficulty to
diagnose, there exists a need to streamline the diagnosis process.
According to statistics published by [4], 1 in 3 people will be diagnosed with cancer
during their lifetime. [5] states that about 73,750 (63% men and 37% women) new
cases of kidney cancer where recorded in 2020, where approximately 14,830 (20%)
were fatal. Latest statistics indicate that 1 fatality and 4 new cases of cancer occur
every minute in the U.S [4]. These statistics include all types of kidney and renal pelvis
cancer. Kidney cancer is among the 10 most common types of cancers. According
to [5], kidney cancer diseases have been on the rise since 1990 for reasons that are
not completely known. One speculation is that it is due to the usage of computed
tomography (CT) imaging technology capable of detecting cases that might have been
overlooked by other techniques in that past. It is discussed in [5], however, that the
rate at which this increase occurs has been kept stable.
Currently there is a significant interest in the field of medical image analysis with the
use of tools such as machine vision and neural networks. One of the primary methods
used in studying internal human physiology is through imaging techniques. Using
imaging as a diagnosis tool allows medical professionals to accurately study physical
anomalies and make decisions to improve patients’ health. As a result from the rise of
various viruses and diseases, a bottleneck is encountered when diagnosing symptoms
at an early stage.
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In this research paper cutting-edge, AI-driven semantic image segmentation tech-
nologies will be analyzed for their effectiveness in kidney tumor identification. After
briefly evaluating the general approach to image segmentation, a more in depth look
will be taken on a specific neural network framework that has set a new standard
for performance in the field. Lastly a few test cases will be presented and analyzed,
shedding light on the measurable performance of said framework, its architecture
structure, and possible routes for improvement.
1.2 Diagnosing Kidney Cancer
Advancing the diagnosis capabilities of modern medicine is critical to ensuring cases
of both kidney and other types of cancer can be analyzed, diagnosed and treated
in a manner that is not as sensitive to bottlenecks such as availability of medical
professionals to visually examine imaging scans. Machine learning has proved to be
an effective method of automatically and accurately identifying patterns and objects
in medical scans over the years. It has the ability to alleviate the pressure on medical
professionals that is a result of diagnosis bottlenecks. There are additional benefits
such as freeing up medical professionals time to focus more on other parts of cancer
treatment as well as contributing to the growing databases of medical images which
in-turn facilitates further research and method improvement.
Detecting the disease at an early stage is critical to allowing medical practitioners
develop a plan to fight it. The earlier the cancer is caught the more options can be
considered. The type of symptoms vary, some being quite noticeable, while others
requiring special equipment and/or procedures to identify. According to [7] this can
be due to some types of cancers developing significantly large tumors without causing
any pain, while others develop tumors that are small in size and not identifiable
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during a physical exam. Imaging devices and techniques have proven to be an effective
method for detecting both small and large cancer growths [7]. Various procedures
and modalities exist, but a focus on CT scans is made in this research since it the
most widely used, reliable, and available technique for detecting kidney cancer.
1.3 Ronneberger’s U-net Convolutional Network
One of the main applications of artificial intelligence in computer vision is image
classification. This approach is the most ideal for identifying objects in images and
classifying them into a certain number of categories. When performing biomedical
imaging analysis, a necessity for fine detailed segregation between classes is required.
While there exists a vast quantity of network configurations and variations, only a
handful have shown significant and promising results for this specific application. The
task of segmentation of classes in machine vision can be performed by constructing a
neural network architecture with a series of convolutional layers until a desired depth
of feature maps is acquired to produce a segmented image output. More on image
segmentation in Chapter 2.
With the use of deep learning (DL), as the name implies, the architecture can become
significantly deep. While this is important for feature map generation, it is compu-
tationally taxing to perform when the image is reconstructed to its full resolution.
Ronneberger’s U-Net [21] describes the development of a state of the art neural net-
work architecture for automatic image segmentation. The architecture has been tested
on various segmentation tasks in different fields demonstrating promising results in
each. Similar to an autoenconder network, this network’s process are divided in two
main parts, encoding and decoding, which provides the framework for multi-resolution
analysis on images. The U-Net includes “skip-connections” where feature maps at
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each stage of the encoding section are concatenated with its equivalent stage in the
decoding section, helping maintain resolution and accurate segmentation boundaries
for deep networks. [21] originally introduced in 2015 was designed for 2D image data
but through the years its capabilities have been expanded to 3D imagery, paving a
path for 3D biomedical imaging analysis [28].
1.4 Scope of Work & Objective
Key focuses of investigation in this research paper are summarized as follows:
• Goal 1: Review benefits of various imaging techniques, with accuracy of diag-
nosis being the highest priority metric
• Goal 2: Analyze neural network architectures used for the detection of tumors
from medical images
• Goal 3: Choose a specific neural network to study in detail, configure, and
execute to draw results.
Improving cancer diagnosis has been a topic of discussion ever since humans have had
the ability to perform any diagnosis. Considerable effort has been put into finding the
best techniques and processes, ranging from medical training for doctors to automatic
computer aided diagnosing (CAD). The use of deep learning in neural networks has
been increasing over the years demonstrating promising results in a wide variety of
applications. While there exists a large library of research papers on deep learning
approaches for medical image segmentation, there is not as large of a library focusing
on which architectures and configurations are the best for this application. The goal
of this thesis is to investigate various architectural and parametric configurations of
convolutional neural networks to achieve a high accuracy kidney cancer diagnosis
4
through image segmentation. The findings made in this paper will contribute to






Before discussing cancer and the nature of how it develops in the kidney, it is impor-
tant to define how this organ works and its functions.
2.1.1 Overview
Kidneys are a bean-shaped organ approximately the size of a human fist [5]. Their
primary function is to filter excess water, salt, and other waste products from the
blood. [5]. The removed elements become what we commonly know as urine. Other
kidney functions include regulating blood pressure and red blood cell production.
Given above mentioned functions, it is evident that kidneys play a vital role in human
health.
Through research and development various methods have been standardized permit-
ting us to maintain a reasonable lifestyle even with a missing kidney, or no kidneys at
all [5]. The latter aided by the use of different dialysis techniques available in most
medical centers.
Extensive medical research and analysis professionals has identified certain risk factors
for developing kidney cancer such as smoking, obesity, workplace exposures, and
others [6]. While taking steps to mitigate these factors will reduce the chances of
developing kidney cancer, the current science shows that it may not be completely
avoidable. Removal of kidney tissue, however, is not considered to be fatal as kidney
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function can continue to work properly even in the absence of one kidney or with the
help of dialysis, both kidneys.[5]
Figure 2.1: Kidney Anatomy [5]
Figure 2.1 illustrates the principal components of the urinary system as well as a
view of the kidney’s anatomy. It shows the approximate location of the kidneys in
the body, sitting behind and being protected by the lower rib cage. This image will
be used as reference in further discussions when referencing the kidney.
2.1.2 Types
Kidney Cancer is a disease that attacks the kidney by way of uncontrolled duplication
of cells, as detailed in [5]. Tumors developed in the kidneys can form in numerous
ways leading to both malignant as well as benign types of tumors. The most common
type of cancer tumor is the renal cell carcinoma. 9 out of 10 patients diagnosed with
kidney cancer are diagnosed with this specific type of cancer [5]. Renal cell carcinoma
tumors can form on both kidneys, and in multiples, but the most common growth
pattern is a single mass on a single kidney [5].
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2.1.3 Risk Factors
While it is still a challenge to properly classify the origin and/or reason a malignant
tumor could have developed, doctors and scientists have been able to narrow down
a few patterns known to lead to a higher risk factor of this disease. Risk factors are
divided primarily between the ones we can control, such as lifestyle choices, and the
ones that can’t be changed, such as family history [6]. It has been demonstrated by
scientists [6] that smoking and obesity are the top two factors that could increase the
likeliness of developing the disease.
2.1.4 Diagnosing
Prior to executing a suite of diagnostic tests, patient’s signs and symptoms are care-
fully investigated and tabulated. Depending on the risk factor group the patient is
in, the frequency and type of test may vary.
Figure 2.2: Kidney Cancer Stages
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While kidney cancer can be tested and diagnosed by physical exams, lab tests, biop-
sies, and imaging tests, a focus in imaging tests will be made.
Medical imaging encompasses many different techniques aimed to expose internal
anatomy for medical analysis. Various elements ranging from gamma-rays, to radio-
waves, and sound waves are used in conjunction to receptive sensors as data-capturing
techniques to generate the image itself. The three most common types for kidney
cancer detection are computed tomographic radiography (CT), magnetic resonance
imagery (MRI), and ultrasound (US) [7].
Radiography has been the preferred option for most diagnoses since it can fairly easily
capture an image with enough details and information to isolate a tumor. The most
common use of X-rays for kidneys tumors is CT scans, where various X-rays are taken
to re-create a cross-sectional model of a patient’s body [10].
MRI’s are the second most used imagery technique in the field [7]. They are mostly
used when the patient has medical history that disallows the use of intravenous con-
trast agents, typically utilized to improve pictures of the inside of the body produced
by X-rays.
US is an imaging technique that utilizes a high frequency broadband in the megahertz
range of sound waves. While US provides less detail than CT or MRI scans, it is
considered the safest of the three options. US can show if a kidney mass is solid
or filled with fluid; tumors normally consisting of a solid structure. By varying
the emitted pattern from ultrasounds, doctors are capable of distinguishing between
various types of tumors.
This research will use imaging acquired from CT scans which has been labeled ac-
cordingly by medical practitioners [12]. While this wasn’t chosen due to being the
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best imaging technique for identifying kidney tumors, it was chosen since it was the
only large labeled dataset available found [12].
2.2 Overview on Semantic Segmentation
Semantic segmentation is one of the various branches of computer vision where the
goal is to identify an object of interest in the image and its location within. Using
this technique, boundaries are finely calculated to produce an accurate segmentation
mask. Stated in [16], the goal of a semantic segmentation task is to label every pixel in
the image with a corresponding class. As compared to object classification where the
output of a classification normally consists of a single label usually with a bounding
box.
Figure 2.3: Segmentation process using FCN [16]
Figure 2.3 is a representation of a process an image may undergo to acquire a segmen-
tation map computationally. A detailed review on this procedure is discussed later
in Chapter 4.
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The two main categories of image segmentation are semantic segmentation and in-
stance segmentation. The distinction made between these two types is defined by
how pixels and objects are classified. Semantic segmentation assigns a class to each
pixel accordingly and treats each object of the same class as a single entity. Instance
segmentation, however, treats multiple objects of the same class as separate entities,
or “instances” as the name implies. In our scope we are interested only in labeling
the kidney and its respective tumor spacial area, no considerations are being made in
the number of occurrences of such features in an image but instead where and how
large the object is.
Figure 2.4: Prediction Map [15]
Figure 2.5: Class Labels [15]
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Figures 2.4 and 2.5 are a visual aid developed by [15] to help see at a pixel level what it
means to segmentate an image. This example uses a significantly small set of pixels to
make the visualization more clear. Figure 2.5 shows different channels representing
the various classes. This can be later merged to a single hot encoding layer using
functions such as argmax where the pixel position with the highest classification
“score” is selected as the final pixel classification. In summary, the fundamental goal
of image segmentation is to take an image of x and y size and output a segmentation
map with the same x and y dimensions representing each pixel with the desired class.
Numerous number of algorithms and procedures have been developed to tackle the
task. Thresholding divides foreground vs background objects of interest, by specify-
ing a threshold, pixels can be separated into two classes. K-Means Clustering iden-
tifies groups of data by using an algorithm, K representing the number of groups.
Histogram-Based groups pixels based on gray levels, which are separated by analyzing
the histogram peaks between each class. Edge Detection identifies sharp edges and
discontinuities in brightness between classes [10]. A commonality of this techniques is
that they mainly work to identify low-level features, thus additional work and feature
engineering is necessary in order to properly extract relevant characteristics for each
distinct dataset. Deep learning algorithms attempt to learn high-level features from
provided data, while low-level features such edges and lines are identified at an early
stage or layer of the network [23]. Figure 2.6 illustrates the advantage in performance
for deep learning algorithms when big data is available.
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Figure 2.6: Machine Learning Data Dependencies
2.3 Deep Learning in Medical Image Processing
Deep neural networks have proven to be a reliable tool for analyzing and accurately
segmenting images [20] [21]. The architecture of deep neural networks and their
recursive nature are the key to accurate analysis and classification. With the use
of deep learning techniques we are able to identify patterns and features otherwise
overlooked by other machine learning (ML) techniques such us supervised learning,
unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning, etc.
Currently, the majority of interpretations done on medical images are performed my
medical experts. This creates a compelling bottleneck since there are limited re-
sources of available experts in a field that demands specialized medical training to
interpret a highly complex and diverse set of parameters. Furthermore, an increas-
ing amount of new medical information is generated through research, making it
extremely challenging for medical experts to stay up to date and retain high accuracy
in their diagnoses.
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Aforementioned, traditional machine learning techniques are unable to comprehend
the complexity nature of medical images. This is due to them heavily relying on
features provided by medical experts making it a intensely manually and laborious
process. This method is also subject to variations from patient to patient, medical
expert to medical expert, and lastly but no the least, various imaging capturing and
processing equipment. These techniques are limited to analyzing raw data and are
prone to missing hidden features of an image. Lastly this process is knowledge-based
and therefore depends on medical expert input, making it time consuming and human
error prone. Figure 2.7 exhibits a general overview on how deep learning takes on
classical machine learning methods as a whole.
Figure 2.7: Deep Learning Classifier
While image analysis has evolved in many directions, deep learning has shown to be
most promising. It’s shown a significant improvement in detecting hidden features
and extracting them for proper processing.
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Like other machine learning methods, DL has many different architectures, with
varying specializations and purposes. Picking the right architecture for a given data
type and use case is crucial to achieve accurate results.
2.3.1 Architectures
While there exists an increasing number of available NN architectures, the available
choices that can properly segment a region from an CT scan are quite limited, es-
pecially when attempting to properly perform 3D image segmentation. U-Net [21],
developed at the Computer Science Department of the University of Freiburg by
Olaf Ronneberger, is one of, if not the best suited and performing architecture for
semantic image segmentation on medical imaging. Results from international seg-
mentation competitions such as [11] expose the use of this network being reflected
on the higher scoring teams. U-Net has shown successful results in tasks requiring
image-to-image transforms by creating segmentation masks. It also enables the capa-
bility of multi-resolution analysis, providing flexibility on image sourcing from various
medical imaging acquisition equipment. This architecture makes use of a powerful
feature defined as skip-connections which plays a key role in the performance of the
segmentation. By referencing feature maps from different resolution levels from the
encoder portion to the decoder portion, it makes the computation much more accu-
rate and reliable. The technical details of these architecture is discussed further in
the following sections.
In the work done by [20] and [22], different approaches to biomedical image segmenta-
tion are discussed and reviewed. They consider work being done by classical machine
learning methods to deep learning networks. In their work they elaborate how U-Net
is an enhanced form of a fully convolutional neural network (FCN), a type of convo-
lutional neural network (CNN). Thanks to this configuration, the network is capable
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of outputting a full-size segmentation map with pixel-wise classification. [22] defines
U-Net to be of superior performance for medical image segmentation tasks among
various other architectures.
2.3.2 Frameworks
PyTorch [19] will be the framework used in our system since it is tightly embedded in
the neural network framework which will be discussed further in Chapter 4. PyTorch
is an open source machine learning framework developed by Facebook with many
advantages and tools available to develop a well performing deep learning neural
network. PyTorch is popular due to its C++ front-end along with Python interface,
as the name implies. One advantage is the capability of allowing changes to the model
architecture during the training process.
2.3.3 Digital Image Collection
In order to properly train a neural network, it is important to have a large data set
with reliable and high quality labelling. While US looks to be a promising path for its
low cost and safety, there is currently not a large enough data for training purposes.
According to the Cancer Imaging Archive (CIA) [8], there are 275 image collections
for CT scans, 78 for magnetic resonance (MR), 1 for computed radiography (CR),
and 1 for positron emission tomography (PT). While there exist a handful datasets
of kidney imagery, only one focuses on kidney cancer disease as a whole. Due to this
limited availability, our training and testing data considered is of the CT modality.
The annotated data set used was provided by the Climb for Cancer, Kidney Tumor
Segmentation (C4KC-KiTS) challenge [12]. It includes a total of 300 subjects, where
210 (70%) patients were selected at random for training and the remaining 90 (30%)
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for testing. It consists of multi-phase CT imaging, segmentation masks, and detailed
clinical outcomes from patients between 2010 and 2018.
2.4 Latest Practice
2.4.1 U-Net: Convolutional Networks for Biomedical Image Segmentation
Figure 2.8: U-Net Architecture Example [21]
Figure 2.8 is a high level view of Ronneberger’s U-Net architecture [21] introduced in
2015 by Olaf Ronneberger. Is a breakthrough approach for automatic image segmen-
tation. Figure 2.8 demonstrates the emergent “U” shape of the U-Net’s architecture
where it takes its name from. The result is a succession of down-sampling steps
(left), the associated skip connections at each stage of the “U”, and up-sampling
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stages (right). [21] elaborates on its superiority over previous traditional methods of
a sliding window approach.
Through contraction and expansion, it segmentates the object of interest with high
accuracy and definition. Skip connections are featured and implemented to help re-
build and re-construct feature maps to a segmented map at the original image size.
Shown in Figure 2.8 is an example of the operations the data undergoes, in here we
can observe the path a 2D image undergoes.
As compared to a more commonly known FCN, U-Net has multiple up-sampling
layers. FCN uses different interpolation techniques during the upsampling stage to
reconstruct the image, while the U-Net implements transposed convolutions with each
convolutional kernel weights being learnable. A more in detailed discussion on U-Net,
its operation, and configuration is followed in Chapter 4.
2.4.2 The state of the art in kidney and kidney tumor segmentation in contrast-
enhanced CT imaging: Results of the KiTS19 Challenge
World wide biomedical grand competitions have been on the rise, and with the power
of open source software, more people have gained interest in participating. Partici-
pants range from many different kinds of backgrounds, including but not limited to;
scientists, medical doctors, PhD. and Master’s students, and bright-minded individu-
als who just want to take on the challenge. Challenges are categorized depending on
the type of the disease that is being investigated and such does the respective dataset.
The Kidney and Kidney Tumor Segmentation Grand Challenge (KiTS19) [11] [12] as
the name implies, focused its attention on semantic segmentation methodologies for
kidneys and kidney tumors. The need for a more streamlined, efficient, and power-
ful segmentation is discussed. Currently there exists a bottleneck in the acquisition
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stage of 3D segmentation from medical images, this is mainly due to the limited data
and the necessity of manual import by health professionals. The idea of using DL in
this stage is expressed, stating the superior results already achieved by implementing
such DL algorithms. Having said this, there is still a challenge in acquiring a large
and statistically significant dataset for training. One of the main goals of KiTS19 is
to promote this research and help accelerate the development of automatic medical
image segmentation.
Figure 2.9: Segmentation of CT Scan [12]: Kidneys (red), Tumor (blue)
The dataset available consists of 210 training CT images and their respective label
files. 90 testing CT images are provided to run inference on the developed network
and test for performance. The dataset is discussed more in depth in Section 3.1
of this paper. Classified testing images are then evaluated using the Sørensen-Dice
Coefficient seen Figure 2.10.
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Equation 2.1, 2.2, and Table 3.1, represent the model used for calculating the per-
formance metric of segmentation. Equation 2.2 is the formula used by the KiTS19
challenge to evaluate the submission of predictions from the 90 test images. Ground
truths of this test images are kept by the organizers and are not published to pre-
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serve integrity of the leader board. This algorithm is run internally by [12] after each
submission.
2.4.3 Automated Design of Deep Learning Methods for Biomedical Image Seg-
mentation
The exact configuration and implementation of the U-Net architecture in code is
highly dependent on various factors including the disease being studied and the imag-
ing technique used. This creates the necessity to re-configure the neural network’s
hyperparameters in the code-base itself for each instance of the U-Net to an accept-
able performance in classification for a given application. The work and research
done by Fabian Isensee and his colleagues [13], seeks to solve this issue by leveraging
advance programming concepts to implement a version of the U-Net architecture that
requires little to no code changes for re-configuration. This implementation makes it
possible for researchers to quickly and easily test different configurations of the U-Net
without needing to make code changes.
Figure 2.11: nnU-Net Pipeline [13]
Their proposal is a neural network framework named nnU-Net, which stands for
“No New Net”, a network capable of generating successful and accurate 2D and 3D
biomedical image segmentation. nnU-Net is a neural network pipeline from start
to end, represented in Figure 2.11. Starting with raw data (user must provide in
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a specific structure and format) and ending with a trained model to be used for
inference.
nnU-Net name is also considered to be connected to the infamous U-Net [21]. [13]
mentions the large number of researches and papers of approximately 12000 and
counting where U-Net architecture and various methods to extend it are discussed.
This creates an overwhelming bank of information for prospective researchers and
users. Through their research they have found out that the base U-Net is still a great
candidate for biological segmentation given proper modifications and adaptations for
each.
Heuristic rules are implemented at the beginning of the framework in order to gather
data-dependent hyperparameters used later on by the architecture. The process anal-
yses the training data metadata, structure, and nature.
The architecture’s main starting points are composed of two main areas, the “data
fingerprint” and the “pipeline fingerprints”. Data fingerprints are acquired from the
metadata of the training data. The raw images characteristics are specified includ-
ing: the image modality, image sizes, voxel characteristics, number of classes, among
many others. Pipeline fingerprints define the base structure of the neural network
where design choices of the segmentation are made. The pipeline fingerprints contain
“blueprint parameters” and the “inferred parameters”. Blueprint parameters en-
compass neural network architecture configurations such as loss function, optimizer,
training schedule, learning rates. Inferred parameters enclose characteristics inferred
from the dataset such as normalization, image resampling, batch and patch size.
Three different U-Net configurations can be run making use of the parameters derived
and computed above. These configurations are 2D U-Net, 3D full resolution U-Net,
and 3D U-Net cascade. Each configuration has been tested and modeled with various
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different datasets showing that its best configuration is a ensemble of the two best
performing ones depending on the data nature.
The nnU-Net has been submitted for various international competitions to benchmark
its performance against other, cutting-edge architectures where it placed first in most
challenges and among the top performing in the remaining challenges
A straight out-of-the-box python pip package has been made available to the public
alongside the source code of the architecture for interested developers, available in
GitHub [13]. The source code has the most up-to-date version of the network with




This chapter is a discussion on a variety of tools, available digital data, software, and
hardware considerations which will prove helpful to understanding the environment
built around the research. Additionally, a subset of the approach can be found under
Methodology in Appendix A.
3.1 Dataset
In order to work with and test the performance of a neural network architecture, it is
important to have a solid and comprehensive database to run and benchmark against.
Thankfully, over the years, a standardization for collecting, labelling, and cataloging
data for deep learning has been put into place.
C4KC-KiTS [12] is the data set to be used in our experiment and our benchmarks.
As mentioned previously, it is a collection of 300 patients where 210 are used for
training and 90 for testing. Each patient’s imagery is selected at random through an
algorithm [12]. The main objective of this competition and its dataset is to provide
a platform for developing biomedical segmentation techniques in the field of artificial
intelligence. A summarized description of the data set used for training is found in
Table 3.1
An additional unlabeled set for 90 patients was provided at a later stage to all par-
ticipants in order to run testing and check for performance. This additional pool
completed a total of 300 different patient datasets on this study.
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Number of Participants 210
Number of Studies 210
Number of Series 621
Number of Images 71,423
Dataset Size (GB) 40.7
KiTS19 [12] challenge has collected a well represented pool of patients data that is
appropriate for training and testing. Another great resource for medical labeled med-
ical imaging can be found in the Medical Segmentation Decathlon (MSD) repository
[25] which includes other imaging modalities as well as different organ studies.
The dataset comes in the NIFTI format, which stands for Nueroimaging Informatics
Technology Initiative. NIFTI is a standardized format for the representation of im-
ages, most commonly in the biomedical area. The data format is composed of a 3D
array by stacking individual slices on top of each other. The representation of these
3D objects compose a voxel, which is a common term used in 3D computer graphics
(compared pixels in 2D bitmaps). A representation of a voxel has been affixed for
reference in Appendix E.17. The term voxel will be used from now on to refer to each
3D object of a NIFTI file structure.
The structure of how the data is originally acquired and how it is structured and
processed for running it through the neural network is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.1: Training Image - Kidney (red), Tumor (blue)
Figure 3.1 shows one output of the NIFTI image slices. This one is a representation
of a patient case used for training, distinguished by the labeled masks in red and
blue. The training images are a superposition between raw images for each patient
and a “labeled” mask, differentiating the background, kidney, and kidney tumor, with
labels of 0, 1, and 2 respectively. This way the neural network can focus its attention
on what is important here, the kidneys. More about how the prior segmentation is
applied to the training images can be found in Subsection 2.4.2.
3.2 Software & Hardware
Due to the significantly large dataset and its multi-dimensional nature, high perform-
ing computing power with a large GPU is necessary to train the nnU-Net network.
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Seen below is a list of minimum requirements necessary to properly work with the
network.
• GPU
• 10GB of VRAM
• 11 GB of GDDR6 memory (RTX 2080ti)
• Strong CPU (6 CPU cores, 12 threads)
Getting access to a computing power of this magnitude is a challenge since a con-
figuration like this is not found on a day to day personal computer. This was a big
obstacle to overcome considering the high prices in renting such equipment. Thank-
fully, and just in time, the Department of Computer Science at California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis Obispo, had just received a donation from Hewlett Packard
Enterprise (HPE) with a super computer meeting and surpassing the requirements
mentioned above making it an ideal workbench. To summarize some of the main
specifications; 2x AMD EPYc 7742 64 Core (128 thread processor), 2x NVIDIA Tesla
V100 (32GB HBM2), and 755GB of memory. Computing power of this magnitude
could cost over 25 dollars an hour using other paid, cloud-based resources.
3.3 Containerized Development with Docker
Due to the scarce availability of the computing power needed to train and run a
deep neural network, the only viable option for this study is using our university’s
super computer. Since this computer is shared by various students, Docker containers
are used to encapsulate and manage each student’s environment. Docker containers
are used often in enterprise applications to allow for standalone lightweight software
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packages to run on various underlying hardware infrastructures. This same system
allows multiple graduate students to maintain their own code base, and all system
and library dependencies without interfering with other student’s environment while
using the same computing hardware.
3.3.1 Building the Developing Environment
Development of a working environment for this research field is one of the most
critical parts of the investigation process. Considering the number of variables and
parameters needed to be set, it takes a considerable amount of attention to detail to
make sure every requirement is set up and configured properly. Thankfully, with the
the help of the open source community and exemplary documentation of nnU-Net’s
source code this task was made approachable. It is critical to point out the necessary
steps and considerations taken to build the development environment.
Figure 3.2: Super Computer Configuration
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Figure 3.2 Represents the structure and communication via SSH tunneling with the
HPE computer. Outlined in blue is the Docker Engine location where the neural
network was run inside containers.
3.3.2 Virtual Environment
A custom Docker image was developed, seen in Appendix B.1, first by importing a
PyTorch base image, followed by configuring proper shell environment variables used
in further steps by nn-UNet. Next, a Docker RUN command is executed in order to
install the nn-UNet in the image, and lastly, user permissions were assigned to match
host machine user identifier (UID). All of these steps are encoded as commands in
a Dockerfile, which can be used at later instances to duplicate the entire configura-
tion of our working environment enabling parallel processing of various architectures
variations.
Docker images are expected to be of relatively small size, in the megabytes scale.
Due to the complexity of PyTorch framework along with NVIDIA’s development
environment within the base image and the nnU-Net framework, the final size of this
image is significantly large at about 14 GB.
3.4 Data Structuring
The configured environment has certain assumptions about the structure and organi-
zation of the input data. The training data discussed in Section 3.1 is acquired from
Github [12], however, is not formatted or structured in a way the network environ-
ment can process it, therefore some pre-processing and re-structuring operations are
required.
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Figure 3.3: nnU-Net Data Structure Conversion
Shown in Figure 3.3 is the original data (left) structure provided by [12]. The re-
arranged data (right) is then generated to comply with the necessary structure for
nnU-Net. Multiple python scripts, seen in Appendix B.2, were written to handle this
operation. While the nature of the NIFTI files remains the same, it was necessary to
rename each individual file using a specific naming convention as well as organize them
in into subfolders such as imagesTr (for training), imagesTs (for testing), labelsTr
(segmentation labels). Lastly, a new .json file was made to include a summary of
the dataset metadata. The content of this file dataset.json can be seen in Appendix
B.2. This file contains information such as the imaging modality type, the labelling
numbers used for representing background, kidney, and tumor. The remainder of the
file content is a json dictionary datatype explicitly stating the relation of the raw
image with its segmented label counterpart.
In order to make use of nnU-Net, it is necessary to have a base file structure laid out
where raw data, pre-processed data, and trained models will be structured. This is
generated with a single script that takes a raw data set as an input and outputs this
data into the required form needed for nn-UNet as well as developing the entire file
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structure of the network. Figure 3.3 displays the structure of the file system generated
by running the script. The script’s output can be found in Appendix B.3.
Figure 3.4: nnU-Net File Structure
Throughout a sequence of commands and scripts the entire structure seen in Figure 3.4
is developed. This is where all the raw and processed data is stored when performing
any operation using the nnU-Net commands. The data is created from left to right





Prior to performance analysis and succeeding the environment construction, it’s vital
to test that the nnU-Net source code among any other additional packages has been
properly installed and initialized within the containerized application.
To test the configuration, the nnU-Net repository [13] includes a small guide on
steps and approaches to reproduce a tabulated set of benchmarks. The data used
for benchmarking is acquired from the Medical Segmentation Decathlon (MSD) [25],
which includes a diverse data set of various types of imaging modalities including
CT, MRI, and X-rays, as well as images with labeling specific to diseases in the
concentration of Heart, Liver, and Prostate to mention a few.
The heart imagery dataset was picked at random as the organ of focus for running the
benchmarks. The process was started by first downloading the raw and unprocessed
data files from MSD’s web page. Then, the script data structure.py, seen in Appendix
B.2, was run. data structure.py was developed to properly manage the data file
structure of any data set acquired from the MSD [25] to be in accordance with nnU-
Net. This is the same script mentioned in Figure 3.4. This script also generated
the necessary dataset.json file which includes key properties of the database such as
image modality, labels, and specified training images.
Prior to training the network, a script hosted by nnU-Net source code
nnUNet plan and preprocess needed to be run to verify the data set integrity. It
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creates various plan files for the training to use. Training was then run by executing
the command nnUNet train. The training was done multiple times using various
network architectures such as 2D full resolution U-Net and 3D U-Net. Each of these
training sessions were configured to run for a total of 5 epochs. Discussed in [13],
5 epochs is enough to gauge the performance of the computer, this is only 0.5% of
the total number of epochs run on a full training fold. From training the network
for 5 epochs and acquiring similar results to other benchmarks we can infer a proper
network configuration was made.
Table 4.1: Performance Benchmark
GPU Configuration (seconds)
Data V100 32GB PCIe 250W HPE
Task002 Heart 2d: 73.22 84.30
Task002 Heart 3d fullres: 177.91 129.24
Task002 Heart 3d fullres dummy: 172.28 121.19
Task002 Heart 3d fullres large: 349.91 316.65
This benchmark is based in measuring the time lapsed for each epoch being run. Ta-
ble 4.1 summarizes various performance benchmarks where our HPE supercomputer
meets and exceeds expectations.
4.2 Pre-Processing
The developers of the nnU-Net have been able to advance automation in various parts
of the the framework pipeline. This section elaborates on some of the design concepts
behind the inferred parameters seen in Figure 2.11.
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4.2.1 Resampling
Due to the nature of medical imagery, voxel spacing can be inconsistent in multiple
dimensions including 2D area of a given pixel from one slice to the next as well as
the distance in the 3rd dimension between slices. As noted in [14], convolutional
neural networks are not capable of making computations on varying voxel spacing,
therefore the dataset voxels are resampled to the median spacing using a 3rd order
spline interpolation.
4.2.2 Cropping
In an ideal scenario where unlimited computational resources are available, passing
the entire dataset in raw format would provide the neural network with the highest
quantity of contextual information to identify features from. However, since compu-
tational power is finite by nature, the data is cropped to a region containing mostly
nonzero values of intensity. This will essentially crop out the surrounding “black”
background pixels that do not add value to the data. Some of the parameters consid-
ered to calculate the final crop size include, and not limited to are; median dataset
size, GPU memory available, batch size, and number of pooling operations in the
network to mention a few.
4.2.3 Normalization
nnU-Net was designed to accommodate two different image modalities since their
characteristics vary. This is done especially to work with CT scans where intensity
values are quantitative, meaning they reflect physical properties of the tissue [12].
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The research by [13] considers beneficial to retain this characteristics, thus a global





Equation 4.1 takes the 0.5 and 99.5 percentiles of the foreground voxels for the clipping
operation, the global mean is then subtracted from it. Lastly this value is divided by
the global standard deviation.
In regards to magnetic resonance images (MRI), normalization is done through Z-
Score Normalization per image. Although this is not our case, Equation 4.2 is drawn
for reference.
Z − Score Normalization = value− µi
σi
(4.2)
To summarize the previously introduced concepts, Figure in Appendix D.2 was de-
veloped to aid in understanding visually what this means for images from the KiTS19
challenge dataset [12].
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4.3 Neural Network Architecture
The neural network is based on variations of 2D and 3D U-Net architectures that
take as inputs a library of compressed raw NIFTI files and outputs segmentation
maps with the classification for each case accordingly.
Figure 4.1: nnU-Net Architecture [13]
Figure 4.1 shows the architecture of nnU-Net, colored in dark orange is the input
NIFTI image patched from the original training image to a size of 128x128x128 fol-
lowing the processed pictured in Appendix D.2. This patch was then passed through
32 different kernels in order to generate an initial set of 32 different feature maps. The
number of feature maps was specifically initialized to 32 by the developers of the net-
work [14], as it has proven to be a proper balance between segmentation accuracy and
computational performance metrics such as GPU memory consumption and training
time. Below 32 feature maps resulted in a reduction in training time, but with the
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possibility of reducing segmentation accuracy. Conversely, above 32 can show better
segmentation accuracy but with longer expected training times as a trade-off.
The U-Net can be divided into two sections: encoding and decoding. The encoding
side is represented in light orange in Figure 4.1, and is referred in other literature [16]
[21] [28], such as pooling, contracting, or descending path. During this first half of
the architecture, the neural network follows a classical form of convolutional neural
networks where repeated blocks of convolutions are implemented.
Each gray block represents the following set of mathematical operations: Convolu-
tion, Instance Normalization, Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (LReLU) nonlinearities as
an activation function, in that order. All of these operations were selected and imple-
mented as base mathematical operations in [13]. These operations are applied during
both contracting (encoding) and the expansive (decoding) stages of the network. Di-
mensionality between each horizontal operation (blue block to gray block) is kept by
applying proper padding on the previous feature map. Pooling is represented by the
blue arrow and is performs the same set of operations mentioned previously with the
exception of convolution operation.
During pooling a stride of 2 is used in order to reduce dimensionality, while the number
of feature channels is doubled until a set cap on the number of features is and spacial
dimension is reached. When performing the upsampling stages, the feature map is
passed through a transposed convolution which halves the number of feature channels
and doubles the spatial dimensions. Equation 4.3 and 4.4 represent a 1D model of
a convolution and a transpose convolution respectively. In Equation 4.4 a 2x1 input
map [a,b] is passed through a 3x3 kernel and outputting a 5x1 map. The values
contained within the upsampling kernels are all weighted parameters trained through
each iteration of the network providing us with the ability to update them through
the learning algorithm of the neural network.
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Each transposed convolution is followed by the same repeated block procedure done
during down-sampling but with the concatenation of the feature maps from the equiv-
alent downsampling operations. In total the network has 11 stages, 5 on the encoding
side, 5 on the decoding portion and 1 bottleneck at the deepest stage. The network
has approximately 40 convolutional layers which include the various single strided,
pooling, and transposed convolutions. This number is relatively fixed due to the con-
strains of the network architecture being generated to produce a maximum number
of 320 feature maps with a spatial dimension as small as 4x4x4 per map.
4.4 Pseudo Code
To demonstrate the translation of the architecture in Figure 4.3 into actual code, what
follows is pseudo-code that gives an abstract view of the steps and order in which they
are executed in. Starting by providing an input image, the model is defined through
tensors as the data types. Numbered down-convolutions (C1, C7, ...), pooling (P1, P2,
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...) and up-convolutions (U7, U8, ...), represent the same labelling convention used
in Figure 4.1. We can observe how and where the implementation of such parameters
as convolutions, padding, activation function, concatenations, learning algorithm and
cost functions fall into place.
1 ###### PSEUDO CODE (big picture)
2
3 # Defining Image
4 NIFTI_WIDTH = xxx
5 NIFTI_HEIGHT = xxx
6 NIFTI_DEPTH = xxx
7
8 # Defining Model
9 input_image = torch.nn.layers.input((NIFTI_WIDTH, NIFTI_HEIGHT,
NIFTI_DEPTH))↪→
10
11 C1 = torch.nn.Conv3D(32, (3,3,3), IN, activation = 'lrelu',




12 C1 = torch.nn.Conv3D(32, (3,3,3), IN, activation = 'lrelu',
kernel_initializer = 'kaiming_normal', padding='same') (C1)↪→




17 U7 = torch.nn.Conv3DTranspose(320, (3,3,3), strides=(2,2,2),
padding='same')(C6)↪→
18 U7 = torch.nn.concatenate([U7, C5])
19 C7 = torch.nn.Conv3D(320, (3,3,3), IN, activation='lrelu',
kernel_initializer = 'kaiming_normal', padding='same') (U7)↪→
20 C7 = torch.nn.Conv3D(320, (3,3,3), IN, activation='lrelu',
kernel_initializer = 'kaiming_normal', padding='same') (C7)↪→
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Training consists of a sequence of 1000 epochs with 250 mini-batches where image
patches of size 128x128x128 (WxHxD) are fed into to the network. This can be
observed visually in Figure 4.1. The patch is used to generate 32 feature maps before
they are piped through a series of compressing and expanding convolutional stages.
At each stage of the network, feature maps are passed to a repeated sequence/block of
operations, specifically - 3D convolutions, instance normalization, and Leaky ReLu.
This is followed by a downsampling block similar to the one mentioned previously
but instead with a stride of 2, therefore reducing the spacial dimensions of the feature
maps by half. The encoding stage is repeated until one of the hard set parameters from
the neural network are reached. Feature maps are doubled on each downsampling
until a cap of 320 is reached or until the spatial feature map results in a size less than
4 [13], whichever comes first.
The network training is completed once the entire above process completes 1000
epochs, which takes approximately 30 hours per fold, and up to 1 week for a full
training (5 folds).
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Figure 4.2: 5-Fold Training/Inference Scheme
The diagram in Figure 4.2, created as part of this analysis, visualizes a high level de-
scription of the architecture from the perspective of how data is divided, distributed
and processed by the nnU-Net [13] by the means of folds. Represented in orange
at the top, is our training data which is used to train the model 5 times, each time
selecting a random but mutually exclusive validation data set representing 20% of
total data available for training. This is done to prevent over-fitting of the model and
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avoid validating on data previously seen by the network. For ease of visualization
only one iteration is highlighted. This operation results in 5 different trained model
variations. When running inference on test data (represented in green), the testing
data consisting of data never seen by the network is run through the trained network
outputting 5 different segmentation maps, each including a layer of its softmax prob-
ability of each voxel. This output is then averaged, resulting in the final segmentation
of each test image. The code used to run an iteration of 5-folds has been attached in
Appendix B.5 for reference.
4.6 Inference & Results
The network was first run using U-Net’s 2D configuration, in which data is processed
on a single slice at a time. Figure 4.3 displays the learning curve of performing a
complete training running such configuration. Displayed in blue and red are the
training and validation losses respectively. An approximated evaluation metric is
shown on the right-hand vertical axis, the value of which is computed by randomly
picking cases from the validation data at each epoch, such that the output values
will be higher than the resulting values from testing. This approximation, while
not completely accurate, serves well to give an estimate of how the performance of
classification is improving through training.
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Figure 4.3: Training Learning Curve 2D Architecture
Seen in Figure 4.3 are results from running the 2D configuration using the the com-
pound between dice and cross entropy as a loss function, shown in Equation 5.4.
After performing 1000 epochs, we acquire final values of −0.9337 for the training loss
function, −0.9093 for the validation loss, and an average foreground dice of 0.943. A
slight overfit is observed towards the end of training, comparing to Figure E.10 for
reference.
Figure 4.4 displays the learning curve of performing a complete training run using
the nnU-Net with the architecture itself configured for 3D data.
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Figure 4.4: Training Learning Curve 3D Architecture
Figure 4.4 plots critical training status output after each epoch is run in the configura-
tion. Following the same color coding from running the network in a 2D configuration
and performing 1000 epochs, we acquire finals values of −0.7747 for the training loss
function, −0.7372 for the validation loss, and an average foreground dice of 0.958.
The graph shows an excellent form compared to an ideal loss function shown in Figure
E.11. Further discussion on this is followed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.5: Kidney and Tumor Segmentation (Case 211)
Once the network is trained to entirety (after 1000 epochs), inference was performed
by using a sliding window approach with a size matching the patch size run through
the network during training. Figure 4.5 represents the segmentation of case 211 from
the testing dataset where CT views such as axial, sagital, coronal, and a 3D render
(described moving clockwise) are represented. Visualization is developed using MITK
Workbench [18] tool.
Figures 4.6 through 4.9 show various of the segmentations maps from running 2D
and 3D configurations. The un-processed input image for prediction is placed is the
background to help visualize the resulting segmentation masks. Observations can be
made where cases such as 4.8 and 4.9 expose the increase in performance over the
2D architecture. While on 4.8 only the Kidney is labeled (blue), 4.9 has labeled the
kidney and the tumor as well.
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Figure 4.6: Case 221: 2D (Green), 3D (Red), Kidney (Blue). Slice 85
Figure 4.7: Case 221: 2D (Green), 3D (Red), Kidney (Blue). Slice 78
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Figure 4.8: Case 221: 2D Configuration, Kidney (Blue). Slice 61
Figure 4.9: Case 221: 3D Configuration, Kidney (Blue). Slice 61
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The 3D configuration predictions made using the model constructed in this research
where submitted to the KiTS19 Grand Challenge [12] in order to acquire a rigorous
evaluation of performance with ground truths. Table 4.2 tabulates the performing
results as well as compares results with the creators of nnU-Net [13].
Table 4.2: KiTS Challenge Results as of 1/23/21
3D Results
Performance 1st Place Andres
Kidney-Tumor Mean Dice: 0.9168 0.8964
Kidney Dice: 0.9793 0.9701
Tumor Dice: 0.8542 0.8227
Leaderboard: 1/872 64/872
It is worth noting that the dice scores for top 100 submissions converge to a very
narrow window of variation. It is also worth noting that the overall ranking is re-
flection of all the dice scores combined. Analyzing the performance of each category
reveals a more nuanced evaluation. For example, this research achieved a Tumor
Dice score of 0.8227 whereas research [27] achieved a score of 0.818. Conversely our
research achieved a Kidney Dice score of 0.970 and theirs, 0.974. While they placed
57 positions higher, with a +0.03 higher Kidney Dice, our research out performed
theirs with a +0.0047 higher Tumor Dice. Aforementioned segmentation results can




The main intention of this investigation was to research the available tools for the
detection and diagnosis of kidney cancer using state of the art neural network ar-
chitectures to expose how different configuration and hyperparameters can affect the
outcome performance of predictions. The studies including, but not limited to [12],
[13], [14], [16], [21], [28] as well as this one, re-affirm and further solidify the U-Net
architecture as the highest performer for any architecture variation used for biological
imaging semantic segmentation. While choosing a U-Net base-line architecture we can
guarantee a certain range of accuracy and performance, the exact degree of accuracy
in predictions can vary drastically depending on how the network is configured [13].
The work done by [13] to create the nnU-Net framework enables powerful automated
framework configuration utilities for deep learning methods. With this implementa-
tion researchers of this architecture are provided with the ability to re-configure and
re-train many iterations of the U-Net architecture in an highly accessible, automated
fashion. The creators of the nnU-Net claim this framework outperforms other stan-
dard pipelines that are configured for specific classification tasks, because nnU-Net
can adapt to variations in data and image modality. The configuration, training,
benchmarking, and testing done in this study validates the claims made by the en-
gineers behind nnU-Net. Using the KiTS challenge [12] dataset to train and test
this network architecture was pivotal to evaluating its performance as it is the same
dataset used by a large number of other researchers who used varying ML algorithms.
Moreover, both 2D and 3D configurations were tested, confirming the increased per-
formance of implementing 3D computations on native 3D data. A more in depth look
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at the source code of the framework enabled us to employ some of the analysis made
by [17] on segmentation loss functions, thus enabling us to tabulate the variations in
results from different cost functions on the network.
5.1 Imaging Techniques
One of the main challenges prior to the implementation of the framework was to ac-
quire a reliable and large data set. By investigating various international repositories
such as The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) [8] and different imaging techniques
used for kidney tumor diagnosing such as CT, MRI, and Ultrasound, we where on
a one way road with CT imagery. The official 2019 KiTS challenge repository [12]
was discovered as a GitHub repository with the data available to the open source
community. No conclusion is intended or drawn on which imaging modality performs
better.
5.2 Neural Network Architecture
Figure 5.1: 2D U-Net Layout [13] Figure 5.2: 3D U-Net Layout [13]
Two different approaches for processing three dimensional data are evaluated. Figure
5.1 shows an approach in which the network operates on one slice at a time moving in
the 3rd dimension to process each new slice. Figure 5.2, however, shows an alternative
approach that operates on all 3 dimensions at the same time.
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The 2D architecture developed by [21] is implemented in nnU-Net and the framework
was run with such configuration. Due to the decrease in dimensionality and significant
amount available computational power, all slices where passed through the network
at full resolution, without the need of any patching and down-sampling. While the
resolution was kept unchanged, a decrease in time per epoch was observed to be
81 seconds in average, meaning for an entire 5-fold training it will take 4.69 days
to complete. Predictions where submitted to the KiTS19 competition challenge [12]
where performance on labelling is calculated using the dice score with the ground
truth labels of the training dataset. In Table 5.1, the values acquired after submission
are represented, the numbers in bold represent the highest and lowest scoring results.
The relative position benchmarked against all other competitors is listed next to
leaderboard for reference.
Table 5.1: Configurations Results
Configurations
Results 2D 3D
Kidney-Tumor Mean Dice: 0.8439 0.8964
Kidney Dice: 0.9660 0.9701
Tumor Dice: 0.7219 0.8227
Leaderboard: 360/872 64/872
The nnU-Net demonstrates its superiority when data is processed taking into account
all 3 dimensions. The architecture was run to process the NIFTI images in their native
3D structure. The 128x128x128 patch discussed in Chapter 4 is represented in light-
blue on Figure 5.2 which becomes the input of the network as compared to a slice
previously mentioned. Due to the increase in dimensionality and considering available
computational power, all volumes were passed through the network in a patch form,
illustrated previously in Figure D.2. An increase in time per epoch was observed to
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be 108 seconds in average, meaning for an entire 5-fold training it will take 6.25 days
to complete. An increase of 1.56 days compared to a 2D configuration. In Table 5.1
we can compare results with the 2D configuration and notice a significant increase in
performance, with a Kidney Dice score as high as 0.9701. The resulting position in
the challenge leaderboard was 64 out of 872 entries.
5.3 Neural Network Performance
Prior to deciding upon the best possible loss function to run the network against, an
analysis was done on some of the main loss functions used for semantic segmentation,
primarily inspired by the work of Jun Ma in the Segmentation Loss Odyssey [17].
Due to the complexity of the network, the computational time, and the time avail-
ability, the following test trainings where performed on a training consisting of 10%
(100) of the total epochs the network was designed for. This decision was made by
running various full trainings and noticing the point of the learning curves where a
mean constant slope is reached, this point is roughly localized at 100 epochs. By
benchmarking various loss functions for 100 epochs, we believe an estimate can be
drawn on the final training outcome. Four different loss functions are considered
during this test; dice, cross entropy, focal loss, and a combination of dice and cross
entropy.
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Figure 5.3: Loss Functions - Results
Figure 5.3 demonstrates the estimate for the selection of 100 epochs for testing. This
reduced our training time linearly by a factor of 10, where compared to running a




















Equation 5.1 is the dice loss equation used in the framework, a standard by which
most segmentation tasks performance is measured by, [13] [17]. It is also used by
various classification competitions as the definite measure of performance, such as
KiTS19 [12]. The cost function seen in 5.1 consists of multi-class variation of the
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Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC), mentioned in Figure 2.10. Dice is a measure of
overlap between two samples with values ranging from 0 to 1, where 1 is a perfect
and complete overlap. Here u represents the softmax output from our network in
Figure 4.1, v being a hot encoding of the ground truth label. These arrays have a
size of IxK, representing the number of training-pixels in the patch/batch and the











Another very common mathematical form for approaching the loss function for seg-
mentation accuracy is by calculating the cross entropy (CE) which measures the
dissimilarity between two distributions, in our case, the distribution is acquired from
the training set. Equation 5.2 shows the general form of this function, moving from
left to right here N represents the total amount of pixels in sample, C the total num-
ber of classes, g is the indicator of the class label expressed in binary form, and lastly








(1− sci)γgci logsci (5.3)
Focal Loss is a modified form of Cross Entropy, seen on Equation 5.3. By adding (1−
sci), the loss assigned to properly classified samples is reduced. This is an advantage
when dealing with data that has a significant foreground-background class imbalance
[17].
L = Ldc + LCE (5.4)
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Lastly, the compound loss of dice with cross entropy, observed in Equation 5.4, is
considered as proposed by [13] and reviewed by [17]. Contemplating the performing
results from each, the best classification results in a loss of -1.
Figure 5.4 tabulates the results from configuring nnU-Net to run for 100 epochs on
loss function of interest. In here we look at the accuracy and dice score from the
training validation results.
Figure 5.4: Loss Functions - Results
Labeled in green are the highest performing results, and contrary, labeled in red are
the lowest performing results. The Focal Loss results where omitted due to some
discrepancies when the code was run and an unfamiliar behavior being noticed. The
focal loss is still shown for reference.
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Figure 5.5: Dice Loss - Learning Curve
Above seen in Figure 5.5 are results from running the dice loss function model men-
tioned in Equation 5.1 [17]. A decrease in the dice value between segmentation mask
and ground truth exposes a drop from −0.28 to −0.72 with a delta of 0.44 per 100
epochs of training. The evaluation metric, represented in green is the average global
foreground dice. A final value of this metric reached 0.87.
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Figure 5.6: Cross Entropy - Learning Curve
Figure 5.6 graphs the results from running the cross entropy [17] function, Equation
5.2, with an output similar in performance to the dice coefficient, Figure 5.5. In this
case we observe a decrease in loss value from approximately 0.34 to 0.04 with a delta
of 0.3 per 100 epochs, where a value of 0 is considered a perfectly labeled segmentation
mask in terms of cross entropy. A final value for the the evaluation metric reaches
0.92.
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Figure 5.7: Focal Loss - Learning Curve
A test was done implementing the focal loss model, Equation 5.3. The performance
and results seen on Figure 5.7 where sub-optimal with a final evaluation metric value
of 0.126 reached, and with a final training loss of 0.130 on the training data and 0.136
on the validation data.
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Figure 5.8: Dice & Cross Entropy - Learning Curve
Lastly, a compound loss between cross entropy and dice was implemented. Figure
5.8 are results from running the model in Equation 5.4. The result show to be the
most promising one out of all the ones tested previously. With a decrease from 0.15
to -0.70 giving a delta of 0.85 in just 100 epochs. This model is the one implemented
in the final architecture seen in Figures 4.1, 4.4, 4.5, and Table 4.2.
There exists a large number of loss functions that have been developed to acquire a
loss from training data as seen and discussed by [17]. As with other neural network
architecture parameters, loss functions can have varying affects on the performance
and evaluation metrics of a network. The work done by [27] shows one of the many
different approaches that can be taken to better drive gradients into the network
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weights. In their work they discussed the use of the compound loss function with the
addition of exponential logarithmic loss where the value is acquired by calculating
the log of both dice and cross entropy and elevating each individual results to a pre-
defined power constant. A summary of other results and approaches using similar
algorithms with the same database can be found in [11].
Comparative analysis off loss function graphs from different architecture implemen-
tations is difficult and prone to inaccurate conclusions due to the fact that the perfor-
mance outcomes of these different functions is dependent on other parameters in the
architecture. In order to properly benchmarks different loss functions against each
other, network architecture configuration would have to be controlled for. This need
for standardization is one of the many problems the nnU-Net framework (as discussed
in other parts of this paper) solves.
5.4 Limitations
As mentioned earlier in this paper, computational power was a scarce resource. This
research was performed in parallel with other graduate students and therefore time
and availability of the super computer was subject to scheduling and downtime is-
sues. This computation resource bottle-neck prevented further analysis for differing
parameter configurations and the resulting performance.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
While ML has been around for quite some time and much is known about the benefits
and applications of computational intelligence, much is still to be investigated. An
established truth about medical image segmentation using neural networks is that the
U-Net architecture is the most ideal for the application. Various research has been
performed on U-Net demonstrating its unique advantages over other networks. As
with other architectures, the U-Net’s performance is the product of all its parts. The
defining traits of the U-Net being its fully symmetric down-scaling and up-scaling
layers, learnable convolutions across all layers, and concatenated residual skip con-
nections. These modifications as well as other more nuanced implementation details
make the U-Net a leading contender for future high resolution semantic segmentation
tasks. Due to the configuration dependent performance of neural network architec-
tures as well as the number of possible applications for a given network, the need
for efficient, reliable research resources grows over time. The nnU-Net framework
solves this problem by providing a versatile, groundbreaking approach to U-Net re-
search. nnU-Net builds on the U-Net architecture by introducing standardization,
self-configuration and an end-to-end highly accessible framework.
In conclusion, this research demonstrated and validated the performance of the U-
Net architecture and by extension the nnU-Net framework for medical image semantic
segmentation. Training and testing the nnU-Net using first a 2D (slice by slice) config-
uration and then a 3D (voxel-based) configuration showed an increase from 0.72% to
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0.83% respectively on the performance metric and an increase from the 79% accuracy
from clinicians reported by [26]. Furthermore, implementing a compound loss func-
tion using both dice and cross entropy [17] resulted in a delta of the evaluation metric
of 0.85 over 100 epochs compared to 0.44 and 0.30 from using simple loss functions,
these being dice and cross entropy respectively. After applying the 3D configuration
in symphony with the compound loss, a final mean kidney and tumor dice score of
0.89% was achieved, while an individual dice score of 97% and 82% was achieved
for the kidney and tumor respectively. Re-configuring, re-training, and re-testing the
network with these different high-level architecture and low-level algorithms in this
short amount of time would not have been possible with vanilla U-Net frameworks.
The nnU-Net framework can and will play an important role in facilitating future re-
searchers of various backgrounds the ability to test variants of the U-Net architecture
at an accelerated pace.
6.2 Future Work
There exist a multitude of investigative paths to be explored that build on the findings
made in this paper. One direction that could be taken is hyperparameter optimiza-
tion. Hyperparameters include concepts such as loss functions, learning algorithm,
activation functions, and training schedule. These hyperparameters can be “tuned”
automatically by various approaches such as a grid search and Bayesian Optimization.
Optimizing these values can lead to better training time, better segmentation quality,
and better computational memory usage. Future iterations of the KiTS competi-
tion, such as KiTS21, will continue to contribute to both performance improvements
and ground truth data set size. Additionally, investigation into alternative architec-
tures divergent from U-Net may show promising results in the same way that other
computer intelligence fields have seen improvements with unconventional approaches.
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Lastly, while most DL algorithms and architectures are written in python due to its
non-restrictive and approachable programming nuances, these niche network archi-
tectures could be implemented in other less-forgiving but more powerful languages to
expand their applications and possibly their performance.
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Having made the decision to commit to a thesis research, there where various questions
in mind of how I would organize both my personal life and my research to maintain
a proper record of my findings. It is quite extraordinary to imagine how previous
academics where able to execute their research without the modern tools and available
resources I have come across and applied to my research. The need for writing a
section to give a glimpse into my approach became more apparent as the days went
by. This section intends to describe the main tools I used to aid in the development
of the research.
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A.1 Agantty - Project Management Tool
Figure A.1: Gantt Chart
A main challenge in approaching a research that spans across many months is keeping
track of the various tasks, goals and milestones. Having the proper scheduling tools
helped keep accountability of such tasks. Agantty is a freeware project management
tool developed by Agantty GmbH [1]. Seen in figure A.1 is a snapshot of a section
from the Neural Network exploration phase of research. The timeline helped me keep
track of past, current, and future directions the research could and should follow.
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A.2 LaTeX + Overleaf - Document Preparation Software
Figure A.2: Thesis Write-Up
LaTeX is the leading language for producing pragmatically generated, high-quality
typesetting and documents. To compile and edit LaTeX, Overleaf.com was chosen
as it is a popular cloud-based LaTeX compiler and editor. The use of LaTeX was of
immense help. The language provides a way to implement the proper formatting re-
quired for a thesis research paper while maintaining links to all the relevant resources.
This include figures, tables, equations, bibliographic reference, and more. A Cal Poly
thesis template developed by Andrew Guenther and acquired from Cal Poly’s GitHub
[2] was used as a foundation for this write-up. It was a significant advantage to come
across this resource as the entire structure and formatting recommended by the uni-
versity was already implemented which saved a significant amount of time that would
have been spent on custom formatting otherwise. Figure A.2 is a screenshot taken
from the browser with a preview of the development environment. From left to right
we can observe the file structure, the LaTeX script, and the PDF preview output.
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A.3 Microsoft OneNote - Digital Note-Taking Program
Figure A.3: Idea Board
Brainstorming is an inherently difficult process to translate into an organized and
centralized location. The research underwent various stages and branches where in-
formation distilled from other research papers and blogs needed to be investigated
further. Microsoft OneNote [3] was used to address this need. Figure A.3 is a screen-
shot of one of the many “Idea Boards” used during this research. One of the many
advantages of OneNote is the capability of having infinite white-board-like spaces
where the content of the file can span as much as necessary. The other main capa-
bility of this tool is the cross-platform cloud-based integration, where handwritten
notes could be easily added and accessed on any device(tabled required). Additional
features that I made use of include live links to PDF research documents, in-file
YouTube videos and interactive controls. These features are not an exhaustive list
and many other where explored during the thesis development.
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A.4 GitHub - Software Development and Version Control
Figure A.4: Source Code Version Control
The Neural Network focused on, nnU-Net (discussed in Chapter 4), which is an
open-source project maintained using Git. Git is arguably the most popular version
control software used by developers today. The fact that the nnU-Net repository is
made public through GitHub makes research and investigation extremely accessible.
GithHub provides various powerful features. “Cloning” allows any anyone to make an
identical copy of the source code for their own use. “Forking” is a variant of cloning
in which your “version” of the original code is made available on GitHub. Figure A.4
shows my fork (abergsneider/nnUnet) of the nnU-Net framework. Cloning was
used to copy the entire nnU-Net framework to the HPE supercomputer provided the
Cal Poly’s Computer Science Department. “Pulling”, “branching”, and “merging”
allow for retrieving, implementing, and submitting (respectively) any modifications
someone would like to make to a Git maintained code base. This system is an essential
tool for collaborative development and research.
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A.5 Visual Studio Code - Source Code Editor
Figure A.5: Visual Studio Code
Working with source code over SSH and using a Docker engine to run the application
required a comprehensive tool capable of integrating all the different requirements
as seamlessly as possible. Visual Studio (VS) Code A.5, is a free source-code editor
created by Microsoft. VS Code permits the user to open remote connections folder
location by enabling easy navigation between files with the same ease as if one was
developing on a local computer. VS Code comes as well with various useful extensions,
the main ones used on this research being Python, Docker Remote Containers, and
Git. VS Code and its extensive features proved to be a significant asset to create an




B.1 Configuring Container - Dockerfile Script
1 # Parent Image
2 FROM nvcr.io/nvidia/pytorch:20.11-py3
3 # Environment Variables:
4 ENV nnUNet_raw_data_base "/mnt/aberg_vault/nnUNet_data/nnUNDatet_raw_data_base"
5 ENV nnUNet_preprocessed "/mnt/aberg_vault/nnUNet_data/nnUNet_preprocessed"
6 ENV RESULTS_FOLDER "/mnt/aberg_vault/nnUNet_data/nnUNet_trained_models"
7 # Installing nnU-Net
8 RUN git clone https://github.com/abergsneider/nnUNet.git
9 WORKDIR /workspace/nnUNet
10 RUN pip install -e .
11 #RUN git checkout tags/v1.6.5 -b v1.6.5_master
12 # Installing additional libraries
13 WORKDIR /workspace/
14 RUN pip3 install --upgrade git+https://github.com/nanohanno/hiddenlayer.
15 git@bugfix/get_trace_graph/egg=hiddenlayer
16 RUN pip3 install progress
17 RUN pip3 install graphviz
18 # Setting up User on Image
19 # Match UID to be same as the one on host machine, run command 'id'
20 RUN useradd -u 3333454 -m aberg
21 RUN chown -R aberg:aberg nnUNet/
22 USER aberg
23 # Git Credentials
24 RUN git config --global user.name "abergsneider"
25 RUN git config --global user.email "andresbergsneider@gmail.com"
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B.2 Dataset Re-structuring - Python Script
1 # Script for running nnU-Net Benchmark
2
3 import os # Miscellaneous operating system interfaces
4 import distutils.core # Copy an entire directory tree src to a new
location dst.↪→
5 import shutil # The shutil module allows you to perform a number of
high-level operations on files and directories.↪→
6 from tqdm import tqdm




11 #origin = "/mnt/aberg_vault/kits19/data/"
12 origin = "/Volumes/Extreme_SSD/kits19/data/" # CHANGE FOR: Where
original data is located↪→
13
14 # Functions:
15 def developFileStructure(): # Developing the Directory Tree
16 #path = "/mnt/aberg_vault/"
17 path = "/Volumes/Extreme_SSD/" # CHANGE FOR: Desctination parent
folder↪→
18 base = "nnUNet_data_kits/" # CHANGE FOR: Destination
specific folder↪→
19 root = path + base
20 os.mkdir(root)
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21 os.mkdir(root + "nnUNet_preprocessed")
22 os.mkdir(root + "nnUNet_raw_data_base")
23 os.mkdir(root + "nnUNet_raw_data_base/nnUNet_raw_data")
#os.mkdir(root + "nnUNet_raw_data_base/nnUNet_cropped_data")↪→
24 os.mkdir(root + "nnUNet_trained_models")
25




29 dest_training = destination + "imagesTr/"
30 os.mkdir(dest_training)
31 dest_testing = destination + "imagesTs/"
32 os.mkdir(dest_testing)







36 #destination = root +
"nnUNet_raw_data_base/nnUNet_raw_data/Task121_Kidney/"↪→
37




41 totalFiles = 0
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42 totalDir = 0
43
44 for base, dirs, files in os.walk(folder):
45 #print('Searching in : ',base)
46 for directories in dirs:
47 totalDir += 1
48 for Files in files:
49 totalFiles += 1
50 return totalDir, totalFiles
51
52 def reStructure():
53 train_patient_names = []
54 test_patient_names = []
55 for item in tqdm(os.listdir(origin), desc = "Structuring"):
56 path = origin + item
57 if item == "LICENSE" or item == "kits.json":
58 shutil.copyfile(path, root+item) # Instead of root, it
was base, that was wrong!!↪→
59 else:
60 nickname = "KITS_"
61
62 if int(item[-3:]) < 210:
63 training_destiny = dest_training + nickname +
item[-3:] + "_0000.nii.gz"↪→
64 label_destiny = dest_labels + nickname + item[-3:] +
".nii.gz"↪→
65 for parent, dirs, files in os.walk(path):
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66 files.sort() #sort imaging -> segmenation
67 shutil.copyfile(path + "/" + files[0],
training_destiny)↪→





71 testing_destiny = dest_testing + nickname + item[-3:]
+ "_0000.nii.gz"↪→
72 for parent, dirs, files in os.walk(path):
73 files.sort() #sort imaging -> segmenation









81 destination, base, dest_training, dest_testing, dest_labels, root =
developFileStructure()↪→
82
83 #Check if file is complete
84
85 directories, files = countFiles(origin)
78
86 if directories == 300:
87 print("Total: 300 patients data found!")










97 if __name__ == "__main__":
98 json_dict = {}
99 json_dict['name'] = "KiTS"
100 json_dict['description'] = "kidney and kidney tumor segmentation"
101 json_dict['tensorImageSize'] = "4D"
102 json_dict['reference'] = "KiTS data for nnunet"
103 json_dict['licence'] = ""
104 json_dict['release'] = "0.0"
105 json_dict['modality'] = {
106 "0": "CT",
107 }







114 json_dict['numTraining'] = countFiles(dest_training)[1]
#len(train_patient_names)↪→
115 json_dict['numTest'] = countFiles(dest_testing)[1]
#len(test_patient_names)↪→
116 json_dict['training'] = [{'image': "./imagesTr/%s.nii.gz" % i,
"label": "./labelsTr/%s.nii.gz" % i} for i in↪→
117 train_patient_names]
118 json_dict['test'] = ["./imagesTs/%s.nii.gz" % i for i in
test_patient_names]↪→
119
120 #save_json(json_dict, os.path.join(destination, "dataset.json"))
121
122 with open(os.path.join(destination, "dataset.json"), 'w') as
outfile:↪→
123 json.dump(json_dict, outfile, indent=3)
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B.3 dataset.json - Python Output
1 {
2 "name": "KiTS",
3 "description": "kidney and kidney tumor segmentation",
4 "tensorImageSize": "4D",


































B.4 Benchmark - Bash Script
1 #!/bin/bash
2 echo "Running Heart Data Benchmarking!"
3 echo " ###################### ###################### "
4 echo "Benchmarking nnUNet 2d nnUNetTrainerV2_5epochs!"
5 nnUNet_train 2d nnUNetTrainerV2_5epochs 002 0
6 echo "Done"
7 echo " ###################### ###################### "
8 echo "Benchmarking nnUNet 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2_5epochs!"
9 nnUNet_train 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2_5epochs 002 0
10 echo "Done"
11 echo " ###################### ###################### "
12 echo "Benchmarking nnUNet 3d_fullres
nnUNetTrainerV2_5epochs_dummyLoad!"↪→
13 nnUNet_train 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2_5epochs_dummyLoad 002 0
14 echo "Done"
15 echo " ###################### ###################### "
16 echo "Benchmarking nnUNet 33d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2_5epochs 002 0 -p
nnUNetPlansv2.1_bs3x!"↪→
17 nnUNet_train 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2_5epochs 002 0 -p
nnUNetPlansv2.1_bs3x↪→
18 echo "Done"
19 echo " ###################### ###################### "
20 echo " "
21 echo "All Benchamarking Completed"
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B.5 Training - Bash Script
1 #!/bin/bash
2 echo "Running Training!"
3 echo " ###################### "
4 echo "Training nnUNet 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2!"
5 ./notify.sh "TRAINING: nnUNet 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2!"
6 FOLD_0="nnUNet_train 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2 121 0 --npz"
7 FOLD_1="nnUNet_train 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2 121 1 --npz"
8 FOLD_2="nnUNet_train 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2 121 2 --npz"
9 FOLD_3="nnUNet_train 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2 121 3 --npz"
10 FOLD_4="nnUNet_train 3d_fullres nnUNetTrainerV2 121 4 --npz"
11 echo " ###################### "
12 echo "About to run: $FOLD_0"
13 if $FOLD_0
14 then
15 ./notify.sh "TRAINED: $FOLD_0"
16 else
17 ./notify.sh "FAILED: $FOLD_0"
18 fi
19 echo " ###################### "
20 echo "About to run: $FOLD_1"
21 if $FOLD_1
22 then
23 ./notify.sh "TRAINED: $FOLD_1"
24 else
25 ./notify.sh "FAILED: $FOLD_1"
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26 fi
27 echo " ###################### "
28 echo "About to run: $FOLD_2"
29 if $FOLD_2
30 then
31 ./notify.sh "TRAINED: $FOLD_2"
32 else
33 ./notify.sh "FAILED: $FOLD_2"
34 fi
35 echo " ###################### "
36 echo "About to run: $FOLD_3"
37 if $FOLD_3
38 then
39 ./notify.sh "TRAINED: $FOLD_3"
40 else
41 ./notify.sh "FAILED: $FOLD_3"
42 fi
43 echo " ###################### "
44 echo "About to run: $FOLD_4"
45 if $FOLD_4
46 then
47 ./notify.sh "TRAINED: $FOLD_4"
48 else
49 ./notify.sh "FAILED: $FOLD_4"
50 fi
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B.6 Epoch Customizing - Python Script
1 # [AB] Andres Bergsneider Modifications




5 def __init__(self, plans_file, fold, output_folder=None,
dataset_directory=None, batch_dice=True, stage=None,↪→
6 unpack_data=True, deterministic=True, fp16=False):
7 super().__init__(plans_file, fold, output_folder,
dataset_directory, batch_dice, stage, unpack_data,↪→
8 deterministic, fp16)
9 self.max_num_epochs = 100 # [AB] Limiting to 100
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Appendix C





Figure D.1: Image Convolution Operations
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Figure D.2: Patches and Batches Generation
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E.1 Learning Curves 2D Configuration
Figure E.1: FOLD 1 Figure E.2: FOLD 2
Figure E.3: FOLD 3 Figure E.4: FOLD 4
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E.2 Learning Curves 3D Configuration
Figure E.5: FOLD 1 Figure E.6: FOLD 2
Figure E.7: FOLD 3 Figure E.8: FOLD 4
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E.3 Overview of Learning Curves Outcomes
Figure E.9: Underfit Figure E.10: Overfit









Figure E.15: Image Reconstruction Planes
Figure E.16: Axial (left), Sagital (middle), Coronal (right)
Figure E.17: Voxel Visualization
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